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Abstract 
 

Ship block transportation problems are crucial issues to address in reducing the construction cost and improving the 
productivity of shipyards. Shipyards aim to maximize the workload balance of transporters with time constraint such that 
all blocks should be transported during the planning horizon. This process leads to three types of penalty time: empty 
transporter travel time, delay time, and tardy time. This study aims to minimize the sum of the penalty time. First, this 
study presents the problem of ship block transportation with the generalization of the block transportation restriction on 
the multi-type transporter. Second, the problem is transformed into the classical traveling salesman problem and 
assignment problem through a reasonable model simplification and by adding a virtual node to the proposed directed 
graph. Then, a heuristic algorithm based on greedy algorithm is proposed to assign blocks to available transporters and 
sequencing blocks for each transporter simultaneously. Finally, the numerical experiment method is used to validate the 
model, and its result shows that the proposed algorithm is effective in realizing the efficient use of the transporters in 
shipyards. Numerical simulation results demonstrate the promising application of the proposed method to efficiently 
improve the utilization of transporters and to reduce the cost of ship block logistics for shipyards. 

 
 Keywords: Greedy Algorithm; Ship Block Transportation; Block scheduling. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In modern shipbuilding, a ship consists of multiple erection 
blocks. The “block” is the most important work-in-process 
aspect of the shipbuilding process. For example, a very large 
crude oil carrier with deadweight of 350,000 tons comprises 
around 120 blocks. These blocks undergo a series of 
construction processes such as assembly, pre-outfitting, 
painting, and outfitting in the factory or stockyard before 
erection in the dock. Block weight is generally between 200 
and 300 tons, and even the individual block is over 500 tons. 
Ship block transportation between the factory and the 
stockyard mainly relies on transporters (Figure 1). For a 
large shipyard, nearly 500 block transportation tasks need to 
be completed daily. Thus, the efficiency of shipbuilding 
must be improved through optimal block transportation 
scheduling. Related studies on the optimal problem of ship 
block transportation scheduling in shipyards are limited, 
although decreasing the construction cost and improving 
productivity are possible through efficient transporter 
operation. Therefore, an efficient method is necessary to 
solve the aforementioned problem. The present study 
focuses on how to solve this problem efficiently for 
shipyards. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 explains the main distinction between the 
aforementioned problem and the classical traveling salesman 
problem (TSP). Section 3 introduces the current research 
situation regarding this topic. Section 4 derives a 
mathematical model to find the optimal solution and 

proposes a heuristic algorithm based on greedy algorithm. 
Section 5 presents a computational numerical simulation 
experiment to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
algorithm. Finally, conclusions are summarized and remarks 
on further study are provided in Section 6. 
 

 
Fig.1. Example of a transporter for moving blocks in shipyards 
 
 
2. Description of the problem 
 
When the number of transporters is fixed, the type of 
transporters is the same, and all blocks are predetermined to 
be delivered by a specific transporter; the scheduling 
problem is similar to a multiple TSP (m-TSP) [1][2][3][4]. 
In such a problem, each block is considered as a location and 
transporters are regarded as traveling salesmen. However, 
ship block transport problems in shipyards have a few 
differences with m-TSPTW because of the different 
numbers and different types of transporter. 
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Fig.2. Description of ship block transportation problem in shipyards 
 
 
 In the example shown in Figure 2, B1-B2-B5 can only be 
transported by TP1 because of the capacity of transporter 
restrictions. As a result, TP1 goes through the factory or S3-
S4-S1-S4-S2 to complete the transportation of B1-B2-B5. In 
this process, TP1 from the workplace S3 transports B1 to the 
destination of B1 (S4) because the destination of B1 (S4) 
and the departure of the next transported B2 (S1) are 
different. Thus, TP1 must empty travel to the departure of 
B2 (S1). The same TP2 sequentially goes through workplace 
S7-S6-S4-S3-S5 to transport B6-B3-B4 to their destinations. 
The origin and destination of ship block transport problems 
are different. Therefore, this problem is absolutely different 
from that of the classical TSP. 
 
 
3. State of the art 
 
Only a few studies on ship block transportation scheduling 
problem have been published, although the shipbuilding cost 
can be reduced through efficient transporter operation. The 
main researchers are from South Korea, which is one of the 
global industry leaders in shipbuilding. Joo et al. (2006)[5] 
first studied the block transportation scheduling of single-
type transporters in shipyards. They proposed a heuristic 
algorithm to minimize the sum of total weighted logistic 
time of blocks moved by transporters. However, the 
assumption regarding single-type transporters is inconsistent 
with the shipyard objective facts. Park et al. (2013)[6] 
addressed the transporter scheduling problem in ship 
assembly block operation management by transforming this 
problem into parallel machine scheduling with sequence-
dependent setup time and precedence constraints with the 
same assumption of single-type transporters. Roh et al. 
(2011)[7] expanded the block transportation scheduling 
problem of Joo et al. (2006)[5] when multi-type transporters 
are used. Although good solutions were not obtained, this 
extension preemptively decided the allocation rule of blocks 
to transporters and determined the sequence rule of blocks 
for each transporter. Kim and Joo (2012)[8] considered a 
block transportation scheduling problem with multi-type 
transporters as in the work of Roh and Cha (2011)[7]. They 
determined the blocks assigned to each transporter and the 
sequence of blocks for each transporter at the same time. 
However, the computation time increases significantly when 
the number of blocks and transporters increases. Finding a 

good solution in actual large-sized problems is difficult. Joo 
et al. (2014) [9] expanded the block transportation 
scheduling problem of Roh and Cha (2011)[7] and Kim and 
Joo (2012)[8] by generalizing the block delivery restriction 
on the multi-type transporter. Two metaheuristic algorithms 
based on a genetic algorithm and a self-evolution algorithm 
are proposed to avoid the occurrence of infeasible solutions 
caused by the block delivery restriction. The present study 
primarily aims to improve the efficiency of the solution 
process for assigning blocks to available transporters and 
sequencing blocks for each transporter simultaneously. The 
algorithm based on greedy algorithm is designed to solve the 
realistic scale problem with an optimal feasible solution. 
 
 
4. Methodology 
 
4.1 Mathematical optimization model 
To calculate the sum of empty transporter travel time, delay 
time, and tardy time, ( )t i  is set as the timing to accomplish 
the transport task of block i . 
 

(1)If the transport task of block   is the first task of the 
transporter, then ( ) 1o i = , ( ) 0t i = .  

(2) Otherwise, ( )t i is the time when the transporter 
completed the previous block. 

 
Empty transporter travel time ( ( )ET i ) is incurred when 

the current position of the transporter and the origin of the 
next handling block are different. 

 
(1)If the transport task of the block i  is the first task of 

the transporter, then ( )ET i  is the time that transporters 
move from the initial position to the starting position of 
block i . 

(2) Otherwise,  ( )ET i is the time that transporters move 
from the destination node of the previous block to the start 
node of the next block. 
 

( )

( ( ), ( )) / ( ) ( ) , ( ) 1

( ) ( ') ,
( ( '), ( )) / ( )

( ) ( ') 1 2

= =⎧
⎪⎪= ⎨ = =⎪
⎪ = + ≤⎩

d ON j SN i VE j c i j o j

ET i
c i c i j

d AN i SN i VE j
o i o i

, 

 
 Delay time ( ( )DT i ) is incurred when the blocks are 
collected by transporters after the required preparation time, 
which is represented as follows: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )max ' ,0DT i t i ET i ST i= + − ,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )' , ' 1c i c i o i o i= = − . 
 

Tardy time ( ( )LT i ) is incurred when the block is 
delivered after the required delivery time, which is 
represented as follows: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( ) ( )
,

max ,0
d SN i AN i

LT i ST i DT i UT i OT i AT i
VF c i

⎛ ⎞
= + + + + −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )
,d SN i AN i

t i ST i DT i UT i OT i
VF c i

= + + + + . 
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Block i  should be transported by the transporter that has 
higher weight capacity than the weight of the block, that is, 

 
( ) ( ( ))w i W c i≤  

 
Decision variables 
 
For the thi  block: 
( )c i j= : Block i  is transported by transporter j . 
( )o i k= : Block i is the kth transportation task of the 

transporter. 
The evaluation index of the scheduling plan is as follows: 
( )ET i : empty transporter travel time; 
( )DT i : delay time; 
( )LT i : tardy time. 

 
Parameters 
N : Based on the assumption that the workshop or block 

stockyard yard is simplified as a node, N  is the total 
number of nodes. 

D : Distance matrix among nodes, [ ( , )]N ND d i j ×= . 
Based on the assumption that n  blocks need to be 

transported in one day, and the properties of the block 
transportation task are as follows: 

( )SN i : Start node of block i , ( ) {1,2,.., }SN i N∈ ; 
( )AN i : Destination node of block i , ( ) {1,2,.., }AN i N∈  

( i iSN AN≠ ); 
( )ST i : Scheduled start time of block i ; 
( )AT i : Scheduled due time of block i ; 
( )UT i : Loading time of block i ; 
( )OT i : Unloading time of block i ; and 
( )w i : Weight of block i . 

Based on the assumption that m  transporters exist, each 
transporter possesses the following attributes: 

( )ON j : Initial position of transporter j ; 
( )W j : Deadweight of transporter j ; 
( )VE j : No-load speed of transporter j ; and 

( )VF j : Full-load speed of transporter j . 
 
4.2 Objective function 
The model aims to minimize the sum of total ( )ET i , ( )DT i , 
and ( )LT i , which are represented as follows: 
 

( ) ( )
[ ]

, 1
min ( ) ( ) ( )

n

c i o i i
ET i DT i LT i

=

+ +∑ , 

. . ( ) ( ( ))s t w i W c i≤ . 
 

The optimization variables of this model are shown as 
follows: 

( )c i : Assignment variables of block transportation; and 
( )o i : Execution sequence variables of block 

transportation. 
First, ( )c i  must satisfy the following constraint: 
 

{ }( ) 1,2,...,c i m∈ . 
 

Then, ( )c i  and ( )o i  were closely related. Based on the 
assumption that the set of the transportation task of 

transporter j is { }: ( )jC i c i j= = , for any ' '' ji i C≠ ∈ , 
( ') ( '')o i o i≠ . 

The execution sequence variables of block transportation 
are as follows: ( )o i  starts at 1 and then continues to the 

consecutive numbers, ( ){ } { }: 1,2,...,j j jO o i i C O= ∈ = . 

 
4.3 Optimization algorithm 
In this section, the main objective is to allow the original 
optimization problem to approximately transform the TSP. 
Then, an algorithm is designed to solve the problem by 
considering the practical significance of the problem in the 
shipbuilding industry. 
 
4.3.1 Model simplification and assumption 
The optimization model aims to weigh the sum of total 
( )ET i , ( )DT i , and ( )LT i . In fact, the delay time to 

accomplish the previous block transportation has a 
significant influence on the delay time of the next block 
transportation. In this study, all the previous block 
transportations are assumed to be on time without the impact. 
The concern is how to select the next block transportation 
task more effectively. In this case, the sum of total ( )ET i , 

( )DT i , and ( )LT i  for the next block transportation task is 
called penalty time. For any block transportation task i  and 
j , the penalty time is ( , )i jω , which means that block i  is 

transported first and then block j  is transported. This 
process is defined as a transfer among the block 
transportation tasks. Therefore, the block transportation 
tasks were regarded as vertices of a graph. The penalty time 
of the transfer was used as edge weights to construct a 
directed graph. All the blocks should be transported within a 
reasonable period, and thus, this problem is very close to 
TSP. Simultaneously, the initial positions of each transporter 
as a virtual node are added to the directed graph, considering 
that they had a significant effect on the penalty time of block 
transportation tasks. Furthermore, the penalty time of a 
transfer is associated with the speed of the transporter, and 
the dead weight of transporters is limited. Accordingly, this 
problem was considered in the classification with the same 
speed of transporters and according to load capacity to bring 
this problem closer to the general TSP. 

The following assumptions were made: m  transporters are 
available with the same no-load and full-load speeds; the no-
load speed and full speed is VE  and VF , respectively; the 
minimum load of the transporters is W ; n blocks are available 
with weight ( )w i  less than W . 

The block transportation tasks n  were used as nodes. The 
penalty time ( , )i jω  of the transfer was used as edge weights to 
construct a directed graph. The penalty time is the sum of 
( )ET i , ( )DT i , and ( )LT i  based on the assumption that the 

block i  was transported only in time and the block j  was 
transported immediately.  

 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )i j ET i j DT i j LT i jω = + + ; 

 
( , ) ( ( ), ( )) /ET i j d AN i SN j VE= ; 

 
( , ) max( ( ) ( , ) ( ),0)DT i j AT i ET i j ST j= + − ; 
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( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )

,
( , ) max

, / ,0

⎛ ⎞+ + +
⎜ ⎟=
⎜ ⎟+ −⎝ ⎠

ST j DT i j UT j
LT i j

d SN j AN j VF OT j AT j
; 

 
( ),i iω =∞ means that tasks are not transferred by 

themselves. 
The following m virtual nodes are available: 
1, 2,...,k n n n m= + + + . The main reasons for adding the 

virtual nodes are as follows: 
a) The penalty time of transporting other blocks is 

different because the initial positions of the transporter are 
different. 

b) Before the virtual nodes are set up, the path of one 
transporter in the graph to delivery blocks is only an 
ordinary path and not a loop. To construct a loop, the virtual 
node is introduced. After adding virtual nodes, the process 
of transporter to move one block are as follows: starting 
from the initial position, followed by the completion of other 
tasks, and then back to the original node. However, returning 
to the initial node is in fact unnecessary. The weight of 
returning to the original node is set as 0 after the other 
transportation tasks have been accomplished. 

The constraints of the penalty time are as follows: 
(1) The penalty time from the virtual node k to other 

block transportation tasks is equal to the penalty time of the 
transporter moving from its initial position to other block 
transportation tasks. 
 
( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )k j ET k j DT k j LT k jω = + +  

 
( , ) ( ( ), ( )) /ET k j d ON k n SN j VE= −  

 
( , ) max( ( ) ( , ) ( ),0)DT k j AT i ET k j ST j= + − . 

 
(2)The penalty time between virtual nodes is 
1 2( , )k kω . 1 2( , )k kω = ∞ , { }1 2, 1, 2,...,k k n n n m∈ + + + . In other 

words, the transporter does not move from its initial position 
to the initial position of the other transporters to avoid 
constituting a loop between virtual nodes. 

(3)The penalty time from the other block 
transportation j  to the virtual node k  is ( , )j kω . ( , ) 0j kω = , 

{ }1,2,...,j n∈ , { }1, 2,...,k n n n m∈ + + + . In particular, the 
transporter finishes all transportation tasks after completing 
any task j . 

The following decision matrix is set: ( ) ( )( )ij n m n mX x + × += ; 
1ijx =  means that the transporter moves block i  and then 

moves block j ; 0ijx =  means that the transporter does not 
move between block i  and block j . 

According to the preceding discussion, the optimization 
problem is expressed as follows: 

 

1 1

1

1

min ( , )

1, 1,2,...,
. .

1, 1,2,...,

n m n m

ij
i j

n m

ij
i
n m

ij
j

i j x

x j n m
s t

x i n m

ω
+ +

= =

+

=

+

=

⎧ = = +⎪⎪
⎨
⎪ = = +⎪⎩

∑∑

∑

∑

, 

 

where 
1

1
n m

ij
i
x

+

=

=∑  indicates that the in-degree of each node 

is 1;  
1

1
n m

ij
j
x

+

=

=∑  indicates that the out-degree of each node is 

1. Both of them ensure that the transfer path selection 
consists of a number of loops. For example, one transporter 
and two blocks are constructed in the directed graph (Figure 
3). 

1

3

2

1

1

0

2

0

2

 
Fig.3. Directed graph of one transporter and two blocks 
 
 

Ordinary nodes 1 and 2 correspond to transportation 
tasks 1 and 2, respectively. Virtual node 3 is the initial 
position of transporter 1. The weight of the graph edge is the 
penalty time of a transfer. The definitions are as follows: 

(1) The penalty time of transporter 1 from the initial 
position to the completion of the block transportation task 1 
is 1. 

(2) The penalty time of transporter 1 from the initial 
position to the completion of the block transportation task 2 
is 2. 

(3) The penalty time of transporter 1 to complete the 
block transportation tasks 1 and 2 is also 1. 

(4) The penalty time of transporter 1 to complete the 
block transportation tasks 2 and 1 is also 2. 

This study aims to find the loop in which the penalty 
time is the minimum. Clearly, the penalty time of “3→1→2” 
is 2, and the penalty time of “3→2→1” is 4. Therefore, the 
path of “3→1→2” is better. This path means that transporter 
1 moves from the initial position to complete block 
transportation task 1 and then completes block transportation 
task 2. 
 
4.3.2 Greedy algorithm optimization 
In this section, the transporters are classified according to 
load capacity to design a greedy algorithm for obtaining an 
approximate solution. In the shipyard, transporters have a 
variety of different specifications. The reasonable scheduling 
plan is that the heavyweight blocks are transported by using 
heavy-load transporters, and the lightweight blocks are 
transported by using light-load transporters. Based on this 
classification rule, the approximation algorithm was 
designed as follows: 

Based on the assumption that M  transporter 
specifications are present, the load capacity is 1 2, ,..., MW W W . 
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Step 1. Set 1k = , marking all block transportation tasks 
that are not allocated. 

Step 2. If k M< , then go to step 3; otherwise, proceed 
to step 4. 

Step 3. Select the block transportation tasks with weight 
less than kW  , and construct the assignment problem using 
the Hungarian algorithm for calculation. To obtain the 
optimal solution as the load of kW  transporter task, mark the 
arranged tasks as allocated status; then, proceed to step 5.  

Step 4. Select the block transportation tasks with weight 
less than   in the task without an assigned transporter, and 
construct TSP using Matlab for calculation. To obtain the 

optimal solution as the load of   transporter task, proceed to 
step 5. 

Step 5. If k M< , then update 1k k= + , and return to step 
2. Otherwise, stop the procedure. 
 
 
5. Result analysis and discussion 
 
5.1 Numerical simulation 
In this study, the actual production data of D shipyard are 
used in the numerical simulation. A total of 25 transporters 
are used in this shipyard, and the details are shown in Table 
1.

 
Table 1. Detailed information on transporters in D shipyard 
Load capacity 100 tons 200 tons 300 tons 350 tons 500 tons 

Number 3 3 7 7 5 

No-load speed 250 m/min 250 m/min 200 m/min 180 m/min 150 m/min 

Full-load speed 135 m/min 120 m/min 100 m/min 75 m/min 50 m/min 

 
 

This shipyard has 16 factories and 7 stockyards, that is, 
23 nodes are obtained. The distance between the nodes is the 
same as the shipyard layout. A total of 250 block 
transportation tasks are present. The loading and unloading 
times of block transportation correspond to normal 
distribution from 3 min to 5 min. The scheduled start time is 
normal distribution from 0 min to 400 min. The formula for 
the scheduled due time is as follows: 
 

( , )( )= ( ) ( )
d i jAT i ST i RUT i+ +  

 
 R is a normal distribution from 30 min to 50 min. In 
other words, the scheduled due time of each block 
transportation task includes transporter loading travel time, 
10 min loading/unloading block time, and waiting time from 
approximately 20 min to 40 min. The numerical experiment 
environment consists of CPU: Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4460 
CPU 3.20 GHz; RAM: 4.0 G; 64-bit operating system; and 
Matlab R2014a.:\ 
 
5.2 Simulation result and discussion 
According to the experimental environment, the solving time 
is only 0.761791 s by using the greedy algorithm. The 
transportation task of each transporter is shown in Figure 4.  

The terms in Figure 4 are defined as follows: 
LIT: No empty travel before the start of the transportation 

task, and the block arrives at the destination on time.  
LDT: No empty travel before the start of the transportation 

task, but the block is collected by the transporter after the 
required preparation time. 

LDTT: No empty travel before the start of the 
transportation task, but the block is collected by the transporter 
after the required preparation time and is delivered after the 
required delivery time. 

EIT: Empty travel before the start of the transportation 
task, and the block arrives at the destination on time.  

EDT: Empty travel before the start of the transportation 
task, but the block is collected by the transporter after the 
required preparation time. 

EDTT: Empty travel before the start of the transportation 
task, but the block is collected by the transporter after the 

required preparation time and is delivered after the required 
delivery time. 
 

In Figure 4, LIT, EIT, and EDT mean that the block 
arrives at the destination on time. Figure 4 indicates that 
most of the block transportation tasks are completed on time, 
and only a few of them are delivered after the required 
delivery time. Furthermore, the load of each transportation is 
balanced. The entire block transportation task is 
accomplished before 16:00. 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
This study aimed to determine when the transporter should 
move and which transporter should move the block from its 
source factory or stockyard to its destination, with the 
minimum sum of empty transporter travel time, delay time, 
and tardy time to minimize the cost of ship block logistics. A 
new mathematical model was established, which was a 
hybrid model based on TSP and AP. A heuristic method 
based on the greedy algorithm for the optimal solution was 
derived to determine the assignment of blocks for available 
transporters and the transportation sequence of blocks for 
each transporter. The result indicated that most of the block 
transportation tasks were completed on time. Moreover, the 
workload for transporters was balanced appropriately. 
According to the computational results, the proposed 
algorithm is a novel solution for ship block transportation 
scheduling problem in an actual shipyard. The proposed 
algorithm has significant potential to promote transporter 
efficiency to reduce the cost of ship block logistics for 
shipyards. In the future, an intelligent scheduling system for 
ship block transportation scheduling will be developed based 
on this method. 
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Fig.4. Result of block assignment and block transportation t sequence. 
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